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MORE THAN A HOTEL

A WELLNESS 
HOTEL

THE ART OF RECEIVING 
A COMBINATION OF SIMPLICITY AND ELEGANCE

RELAIS THALASSO Île de Ré offers you a unique experience 
in an exceptional location, at the heart of a protected island 
where the gentle wind of freedom blows. Come and take to 
the open sea for a complete pleasure experience where the 
Wellness state of mind that reigns throughout brings you complete 
relaxation and well-being.

JEAN-PASCAL PHÉLIPPEAU 
Chief Executive Officer, 

RELAIS THALASSO

DIDIER GIREAU 
Director, RELAIS THALASSO Île de Ré

Atalante Hotel
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ABOUT US

A FAMILY STORY

For over 25 years, the Phélippeau family has 
been developing an innovative approach to 
well-being based on the sea: sea wellness. 
Focusing on the energising properties of the 
sea and unique expertise forged over decades, 
two generations have designed cutting-edge 
thalassotherapy practices.
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OUR LOCATION 

A UNIQUE ESCAPE

Choose the Relais Thalasso that matches 
your desires for your kind of experience. Four 
exceptional destinations, four ways to enjoy an 
unforgettable Wellness experience.

BÉNODET

ÎLE DE RÉLES SABLES 
D’OLONNE

PORNICHET 
LA BAULE BAY
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ÎLE DE RÉ: A LAND OF FREEDOM

A LITTLE PIECE OF PARADISE
Île de Ré and its mild climate are perfect for 
walking and exercise. Its ten villages are all 
accessible on foot and by bike and its miles of 
fine sandy beaches will satisfy your every desire. 
From historic monuments to culinary specialities, 
its local heritage has made it a holiday destination 
that is great to come back to.

Discover the Île de 
Ré area

5
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SEA WELLNESS
OUR HEALTH 
PHILOSOPHY

MOVE BETTER | EAT BETTER | SLEEP BETTER
BE BETTER

More than a word, WELLNESS is a state of 
mind. The contraction of “well-being” and 
“fitness”, WELLNESS perfectly incarnates 
our health philosophy: move better, eat better, 
sleep better, be better. This unique signature 
approach, based around physical exercise, a 
balanced diet and psychological well-being 
combined with thalassotherapy treatments, 
provides a lasting and general sense of well-
being.

S E A-W E L L N E S S
NOTRE PHILOSOPHIE SANTÉ

+ + =+
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THE PERFECT PLACE
TO DISCONNECT

RELAIS THALASSO ÎLE DE RÉ

BETWEEN THE BEACH AND THE VINES
Right by the ocean, RELAIS THALASSO 
Île de Ré is a paradise in paradise. People 
come here to relax, treat themselves and enjoy 
themselves. They feel at home because of our 
welcoming environment. Let yourself go. Our 
welcoming and attentive teams will make every 
stay a dive into an ocean of well-being as, at 
the heart of the RELAIS THALASSO Wellness 
state of mind, sport, nutrition and sleep create 
the best path to lasting fulfilment.
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SAVOUR THE VIEWS

LOOFA BAR
With its breathtaking view, like diving into the 
ocean, the Loofa Bar is a thalassotherapy 
destination and a unique venue to enjoy at 
any time of the day and all year round. For a 
delicious and vitamin-packed lunch or a wellness 
aperitif by the water’s edge, its healthy and tasty 
cuisine will delight every palate. 

THE PLEASURE OF AN OUTDOOR SWIM

A SEAWATER  
POOL

For an exceptional swim, RELAIS THALASSO 
Île de Ré has a magnificent heated seawater 
pool (28°C). Just a few steps from the Loofa 
Bar, this well-being area has comfortable sofas 
and loungers, offering you an ideal moment of 
relaxation (open seasonally).

THE BENEFITS OF THE OCEAN 
WITHOUT THE CHILL

A LOUNGE ATMOSPHERE 
OVERLOOKING THE OCEAN

1 0
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The quality of your sleep is key to the success of your stay. We 
have brought together all the conditions to help you recharge 
your batteries in comfort: hospitality tray and selection of 
infusions, TV, WiFi, safe...each room is elegantly decorated 
and has high-end bedding for a perfect night’s sleep. Relaxing 
has never been so easy. 

COSY ROOMS  
DESIGNED FOR  
THE BEST SLEEP

TO ENCHANT YOUR EYES

THE ROOMS
Spacious, bright, dressed in soothing and 
warm colours overlooking the vines or the 
ocean, the rooms at our 4-star hotel have 
contemporary fittings and fixtures for your 
utmost comfort. 
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Because the Wellness experience also starts 
with what you eat, we offer top quality, 
delicious food. Our Head Chef Arnaud Thiry 
uses regional fresh produce and prepares 
it with passion and poetry. Inventive and 
generous, he awakens your senses and surprises 
you with a celebration of flavours. His cooking, 
recognised by the famous Michelin Guide, 
is a clever balance of daring and simplicity. 

HEALTHY  
AND DELICIOUS  
CUISINE FOR BETTER EATING

ARNAUD THIRY 
Head Chef

GET A TASTE FOR THE FINER THINGS

THE RESTAURANT
2 FORKS IN THE MICHELIN GUIDE

WELLNESS FOOD
Healthy and delicious food with authentic 
flavours, all nutritious without depriving your 
pleasure. Extra: the slimming set menu defined 
with our dietician is available when booking  
(with a supplement).

SEASIDE ESCAPE
Every Wednesday night, your taste 
buds take to the sea with exceptional 
seafood platters from the restaurant. 

BREAKFAST OF KINGS
Our breakfast is an experience in 
its own right. With pastries, savoury 
dishes and fresh produce all flying the 
flag for WELLNESS,  
there is something for everyone.

The healthy tartare
© Photo Yann Werdefroy1 4
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Hiking AquabikeTHE MARINE SPA

FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE STAY

WELLNESS ACCESS 
As a WELLNESS guest, during your stay you 
can enjoy free access to our activities in your 
Marine Spa and cardio-fitness gym.

A DATE WITH  
WELL-BEING

FREE ACCESS 

THE SPA
• 1 indoor seawater pool with 

underwater jets, bubble bench 
• 1 outdoor seawater pool with 

swimming lane (20 metres) 
• Sauna 
• Steam bath

GYM
• 1 cardio-fitness gym: 
 treadmills, bikes 
 and cross-trainers

WITH A BOOKING

COACHING
• Bike rides
• Nordic walking 
• Hiking
• Running
• Muscle recovery 
• Water activities

CRYOTHERAPY ZONE
• Full Body Cryotherapy Chamber: 

intense, dry cold for three-fold 
results: health, beauty and fitness

QUENTIN 
Sports Coach
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OUR SEAWEED WRAPS:  
INNOVATIVE AND PERSONALISED
With our Labiomer teams, we have designed customised 
wraps with natural active ingredients and scientifically proven 
relaxation, detox and energising properties.

LABIORELAX
CHRONDUS CRISPUS red seaweed with hydrating and 
soothing properties is combined with the anti-inflammatory 
and nourishing properties of ALOE VERA. And COTTON extract 
with its moisturising and relaxing qualities is a delicate addition 
for absolute relaxation.

LABIODETOX
FUCUS and SPIRULINA seaweeds combine with natural 
GUARANA and GINGER extracts to release the toxins in your 
body and reactivate your metabolism.

LABIOBOOST
To help your body recover its vitality, we combine LAMINARIA 
SEAWEED, the most concentrated in minerals and trace 
elements, with a complex of ORANGE, CARROT and LEMON 
extracts that protects and regenerates cells.

AN IMMENSE SOURCE OF BENEFIT

SEAWEED

Seaweeds contain all the essential elements 
our body needs to function well and be 
healthy. Wrap treatments help extract these 
resources by osmosis and take around twenty 
minutes.

OUR SEAWEED WRAPS CONTAIN  
NO PRESERVATIVES. 
THE SEAWEED USED IN THE  
PREPARATION IS REHYDRATED IN  
OUR THALASSOTHERAPY CENTRE
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YOUR THALASSOTHERAPY 
PACKAGE

REBUILD YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM 
& TURN YOUR HEALTH AROUND

A NATURAL YOUTHFUL EFFECT

ANTI-AGE FILORGA PACKAGE
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 18 TREATMENTS

YOUR BENEFITS
An intensive facial programme with immediate and 
lasting visible results: your features are firmer, your skin 
radiant and plumper and your eyes younger. You will 
notice a real lifting effect.

10 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS
• 1 marine exfoliation
• 3 massage baths
• 3 toning jets
• 3 Labiomer seaweed wraps

8 EXPERT ANTI-AGEING TREATMENTS
• 1 Californian massage (50 min)
• 1 Premium Global Intensive Rejuvenation facial  

(80 min) 
• 1 Led or Cryo-Filorga treatment depending on skin 

type (50 min)
• 2 LPG Endermolift Cellu M6 facials (2 x 30 min) 
• 1 Japanese Kobido face massage (50 min)
• 1 body cryotherapy session
• Shiatsu light facial (50 min)

YOUR SKIN FIRMNESS  
WILL MAKE YOU 
HAPPIER  
EVERY DAY

Treat yourself to the rejuvenating facial programme and visible results with this 
Filorga anti-ageing package. From cosmetic medicine, our Filorga anti-age treatments 

activate cellular renewal and use cutting-edge techniques to reveal a little more of 
your beauty every day. 

FROM €1,679
Low season rate, not discountable

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines) without 
accommodation: from €1,260 per person.

 Arrival any day 
of the week

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Complete your beauty 
programme with 
an LPG Cellu M6 
lipo-massage body 
session

2 1
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NEED FOR ESCAPE AND WELL-BEING

ESCAPE & SPA PACKAGE
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 24 TREATMENTS

FILL UP ON WELL-BEING

PLENITUDE PACKAGE
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 24 TREATMENTS

Explore limitless well-being techniques from around the world and escape through 
our selection of Spa treatments inspired by the different continents. Every day is an 

escape, with absolute relaxation thanks to long massages.

FROM €1,759
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)  
without accommodation: from €1,349 per person.

Rediscover inner plenitude with the Plenitude programme.  
Our experts will guide you through your relaxation with targeted treatments (feet, scalp, face) and deep muscle 

massages. 
 

FROM €1,529 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)  
without accommodation: from €1,049 per person.

YOUR BENEFITS
Your tension fades away, your body feels lighter thanks 
to our exclusive massages and treatment techniques 
drawing inspiration from all over the world.

15 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
• 3 hydromassage beds
• 4 massage baths
• 3 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 3 Labiomer seaweed wraps

1 EXPERT TREATMENT
• 1 Maqam

8 SPA TREATMENTS
• 1 Californian massage (50 min)
• 1 Shiatsu (50 min) 
• 1 hot stone massage (75 min) 
• 1 Ayurvedic massage (75 min) 
• 1 relaxing foot massage (20 min)
• 1 marine exfoliation (20 min) 
• 1 Labiomer Expert facial (50 min)
• 1 relaxation massage

YOUR BENEFITS
Fill up on trace elements essential for your metabolism. 
You will experience genuine serenity. Relaxed from 
head to toe, you will go home full of wonderful, positive 
energy. 

16 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
• 3 hydromassage beds
• 5 massage baths
• 3 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 2 LABIOboost seaweed wraps
• 1 natural marine mud application

2 EXPERT TREATMENTS
• 1 deep muscle massage with our osteopath 
• 1 Maqam

6 SPA TREATMENTS
•  1 Californian massage (50 min) 
•  1 relaxing foot massage (20 min) 
•  1 marine exfoliation (20 min) 
•  1 Labiomer Essential facial (50 min)
•  1 Toumokalé (20 min) 
• 1 relaxation massage

A CUSTOMISED 
PROGRAMME

WHATEVER  
YOU WANT

 Try the Revolution 
mask. You’ll find it in 
the store.

 Arrival any day of the 
week

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Let yourself be 
tempted by a Shiatsu 
Light treatment

 Try the Hydro-Silk 
mask in store

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Be tempted by the 
LPG 30 minute facial

 (p. 42)

2 2 2 3
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WELL-BEING OR LEISURE? WHY CHOOSE?

FREEDOM FITNESS PACKAGE
5 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 15 TREATMENTS

HOW ABOUT THE BENCHMARK THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENT?

ESSENTIAL FITNESS PACKAGE
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 24 TREATMENTS

The “Freedom Fitness” package is ideal for discovering thalassotherapy and its benefits.  
Through a balanced programme that combines relaxation and invigorating treatments, enjoy the best of 

thalassotherapy at your own pace, with no constraints and choosing whatever you want.

FROM €1,050
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)  
without accommodation: from € 559 per person.

This complete thalassotherapy programme draws all its invigorating properties from the sea. We have selected the 
best performing treatments to ensure deep remineralisation and muscle relaxation.

FROM €1,180
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)  
without accommodation: from €769 per person.

YOUR BENEFITS
You'll very quickly feel your energy return. This fitness 
programme, in tune with your needs, introduces you 
to all the benefits of thalassotherapy without giving up 
your leisure programme.  
Rest, relaxation and pleasure guaranteed.

15 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS
• 2 hydromassage beds
• 3 massage baths
• 2 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 1 relaxation massage
• 2 LABIOboost seaweed wraps
• 1 natural marine mud application
• 1 relaxing foot massage (20 min)
• 1 marine exfoliation (20 min)

YOUR BENEFITS
A fantastic rejuvenating experience for your 
metabolism, this programme is a real booster for the 
body. Draw all the minerals you need from the seawater 
and sea air. You’ll be in fine form and the feeling will 
last!

19 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
• 3 hydromassage beds
• 5 massage baths
• 3 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 2 relaxation massages
• 2 LABIOboost seaweed wraps
• 2 natural marine mud applications

• 5 WATER ACTIVITIES
from aqua gym and aqua-stretch, subject to availability

TAKE CARE  
OF YOURSELF 

FEEL YOUR  
ENERGY 
RETURN 

 For bathing at home, 
we recommend you 
try marine crystals. 
You can find them  
in the store.

 Arrival any day of the 
week

 Wellness access
 (p. 16)

 Hire a bike at 
reception to visit the 
Île de Ré on your free 
half-days.

 Enjoy our themed 
weeks

 (p. 47)

 Arrival any day of the 
week

 Wellness access
 (p. 16)

 During your stay we 
recommend: the sauna 
and steam bath

2 4 2 5
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 For the perfect stay, 
we recommend full 
board.

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Arrival Sundays only

A NEW START FOR A SPORTIER LIFE 

WELLNESS TONING PACKAGE
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 24 TREATMENTS + 2 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

GIVE YOURSELF A WELL-BEING BREAK

WELLNESS RELAXATION PACKAGE
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 24 TREATMENTS + 2 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

YOUR BENEFITS
Your closeness to the sea in a privileged environment 
combined with our exceptional treatments ensure total 
well-being, with zero stress. 

12 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS
• 2 massage baths
• 2 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 2 relaxation massages
• 2 LABIOboost seaweed wraps
• 2 hydromassage beds

2 EXPERT TREATMENTS
• 1 cryotherapy session (exclusive) 
• 1 Maqam

4 SPA TREATMENTS
• 1 hot stone massage (75 min)
• 1 relaxing foot massage (20 min)
•  1 Labiomer Essential facial (50 min)
• 1 Toumokalé (20 min)

6 ACTIVITIES
2 aqua-activities | 2 sophrology sessions | 1 hiking 
session | 1 Nordic walking session

2 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 consultation with our health coach and dietician 
• 1 consultation with our doctor

YOUR BENEFITS
Working with our sports coaches, you will start 
strengthening your muscles, your endurance will 
develop, your sports performances will improve and you 
will rediscover your love of physical exercise.

11 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
• 2 massage baths
• 2 toning jets
• 1 seawater shower massage
• 1 relaxation massage
• 4 LABIOboost seaweed wraps
•  1 relaxing foot massage (20 min)

4 EXPERT TREATMENTS
• 2 cryotherapy session (exclusive)
• 1 osteopathy session
• 1 deep muscle massage

9 SPORTS ACTIVITIES
• 5 aqua activities 
• 2 aqua-bike fitness sessions 
• 2 outdoor activity sessions 

(Nordic walking, hiking)

2 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 consultation with our health coach and dietician 
• 1 consultation with our doctor

Return gently to sport and physical exercise and enjoy the unique benefits of seawater to 
accompany this change. 

This customised programme is based around methods adapted to your abilities 
and your lifestyle, so you can take it home with you.

FROM €1,439 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)  
without accommodation: from € 999 per person.

This programme includes thalassotherapy treatments and well-being massages to 
provide deep relaxation and vitality.  

Recharge your batteries with active marine ingredients and enjoy complete relaxation 
in an exceptional environment.

FROM €1,439
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)  
without accommodation: from €999 per person.

IMPROVE YOUR SPORTS 
PERFORMANCE

REDISCOVER PHYSICAL  
AND MENTAL BALANCE

 Arrival Sundays only

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Make an appointment 
with our osteopathy 
experts

2 6 2 7
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RECHARGE YOUR BATTERIES AFTER PREGNANCY

YOUNG MOTHER PACKAGE
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 20 TREATMENTS + 3 BABY APPOINTMENTS

YOUR BENEFITS
A moment just for you, to help you get back to fitness 
and focus your energy, balance and tone. 

FOR MUM | 10 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS
• 2 hydromassage beds
• 3 massage baths
• 3 Labiomer seaweed wraps
• 2 toning jets

5 SPA TREATMENTS
1 Californian massage (50 min) | 1 marine exfoliation  
(20 min) | 1 Labiomer Essential facial (50 min) |  
1 relaxation massage (20 min) | 1 relaxing foot message 
(20 min)

2 APPOINTMENTS
2 appointments with our health coach and dietician  
(2 x 30 min)

2 EXPERT TREATMENTS
1 Maqam | 1 leg draining session (20 min)

3 AQUA ACTIVITIES
 
FOR BABY | 3 TREATMENTS 
1 baby massage (with osteopathy) | 1 baby swim 
session (from 6 months) | 1 bath (mother + baby) 

FOR THE OTHER PERSON 
Accommodation in the room with breakfast included 
+ free access to the marine SPA

YOUR SKIN 
FIRMNESS  
WILL MAKE YOU 
HAPPIER  
EVERY DAY

This cocooning programme for tired young mothers offers a complete range of firming and toning treatments, 
revitalising thalassotherapy treatments and Spa treatments for relaxing. 

We can provide babycare equipment on request. Use the kids’ club 
during school holidays and our babysitting service.

 
FROM €1,611

Low season rate, not discountable, 
for 2 people, half-board, double room + cot (comfort rate, overlooking the vines),

without accommodation: from € 989 per person.

 Complete your 
programme with a 
Slimming Shaping 
Treatment

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Arrival Sundays only

YOUR BENEFITS
In 6 days, change your reflexes through workshops that help you adopt a new rhythm 
and commit lastingly to change. Through your treatments, your tension is released 
and energy restored. Enriched with the notions and reflexes you have acquired, you 
will go home fulfilled by this week where you took great care of your body and mind. 
This aspirational programme has been built phase by phase.  
The rosette is the visual element that represents each direction of change for your 
daily treatments.

DAY 1*
INTRODUCTION TO WELL-BEING
Relaxing massage (20 min) | Labiomer 
Detox scrub | LPG facial | 
LABIOdetox wrap | 
Sophrology relaxation

DAY 3*
OXYGENATION AND MOVEMENT
Oxygenation | Toning jet | Labiomer 
Marine lift facial | Aqua-activity | 
Seawater shower massage

DAY 5*
ACHIEVING YOUR GOAL
Exclusive: introduction to meditation | 
Kobido | Facial gymnastics | Toning jet | 
Maqam

DAY 2*
THE BODY AND BALANCE
Micro-nutrition conference | Body LPG | 
Facial massage | Appointment with our 
dietician | Full body cryotherapy

DAY 4* 
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
Seaweed wrap | Supreme Harmony 
| Facial massage | Nordic walking | 
Sophrology

DAY 6*
ZEN TO HOME
Massage bath | Radiance facial |  
Full body cryotherapy | Wrap 

MEET THE BEST VERSION OF YOURSELF

METAMORPHOSIS PACKAGE
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 19 TREATMENTS + 10 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

The RELAIS THALASSOs are revolutionising traditional thalassotherapy codes with 
a global well-being programme that stems from physical and mental reprogramming.

FROM €1,799 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines) 

I BALANCE MY BODY I MAKE 
MY FACE MORE BEAUTIFUL

5 DIRECTIONS
FOR CHANGE

 I TAKE CARE 
OF MY BODY

I RELEASE 
MY 

MIND

I CHANGE MY 
REFLEXES

 Arrival Sunday evening only

 Wellness access (p. 16)
* The organisation of days and 

treatments may change.

2 8
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THALAVIE

YOUR PREMIUM  
HEALTH PACKAGES

Our Thalavie health thalassotherapy 
programmes adapt to your needs to take 
lasting care of you. 

In our THALAVIE PREMIUM HEALTH programmes, our experts tailor your treatments, diet and physical 

exercise to your needs. We provide customised solutions to your functional, physical and mental issues whether 
they are bone, joint or metabolic or a reflection of tiredness due to chronic stress and/or disturbed sleep.

AN EXPERT

EYE 

TARGETING YOUR NEEDS
As soon as you have booked your 
package, we will send you an online 
health pre-assessment to target your 
needs. 

SUPPORT
Throughout your stay, our dietician and 
our sports coach will work with you.

LIFESTYLE CHANGE
You will generate lasting change 
applicable to your everyday life 
through coaching and advice from our 
experts.

POST-PACKAGE ASSESSMENT
Our dietician will contact you in the 
weeks following the end of your 
package to assess the long-term 
benefits of your stay.

CUSTOMISED PACKAGE
Private appointments with our doctor 
and our dietician at the beginning of 
your stay will help customise your 
package, adapt thalassotherapy 
treatment programme and provide a 
micro-nutritional assessment.

1

3

4

5

2

THALAVIE EXTRAS: management of all the medical, diet and sports aspects | treats such as a health hamper l 
possibility of a slimming menu with no supplement as full board. 

NEW FOR 2020 l OUR “EXPERT” OPTIONS (with a supplement)

MICROBIOTA PACKAGE l                    (minimum 2 months advance booking) 
In partnership with LUXIA SCIENTIFIC, we offer an assessment of your intestinal microbiota so we can give you 
nutritional advice to help establish a better balance for your flora and therefore improve your health and your 

everyday life.

SLEEP PACKAGE  l                 (with a booking)

In partnership with the EUROPEAN SLEEP CENTRE, we offer complete analysis of your sleep during your stay 
with doctors and researchers from the ESC like Dr DUFOREZ, a sleep specialist, with the objective of improving 

your sleep rhythms.



SLEEP PACKAGE
REQUIRES BOOKING 

AND SUPPLEMENT 
(SEE P.31)
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THE PATH TO SERENITY

STRESS & SLEEP
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 17 TREATMENTS + 9 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

This programme guides you to manage your stress and improve the quality of your 
sleep. Expert treatments, nutritional advice for peaceful nights along with balanced 

aqua-activities form the basis of this programme.

FROM €1,549
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines) 
 without accommodation: from €1,049 per person.

YOUR BENEFITS
Let go and rediscover peace. With the power of the 
sea, marine air and advice from our experts, recapture 
restorative sleep. You feel better every day thanks to a 
restorative good night’s sleep which guarantees both 
physical and mental energy. 

12 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
• 1 hydromassage bath
• 3 massage baths
• 2 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 2 wraps
• 1 Shiatsu
• 1 scrub under a seawater shower

5 AQUA ACTIVITIES

9 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 osteopathy session
• 1 deep muscle massage
• 1 Maqam
• 1 cryotherapy session
• 1 appointment with our doctor
• 2 appointments with your dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

REDISCOVER A 
GOOD NIGHT’S 
SLEEP  Health hamper

 Arrival Sundays only

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

RELIEVE YOUR PAIN AND RECOVER MOBILITY

BACK AND JOINTS
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 17 TREATMENTS + 9 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

The benefits of thalassotherapy have been demonstrated in particular for painful 
joints, muscles and tendons. This programme has been designed to prevent and 

relieve joint problems associated with our lifestyle: tension relieving treatments, aqua-
activities, better sleeping and a more balanced diet.

FROM €1,549 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines) 
 without accommodation: from €1,049 per person.

YOUR BENEFITS
The Premium Health package is a therapeutic, curative 
and preventive programme. You will strengthen your 
back muscles and relieve joint pain. You will lastingly 
improve your mobility and flexibility to rediscover your 
energy and fitness.

12 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
• 3 massage baths
• 2 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 3 Labiomer seaweed wraps
• 1 relaxing foot massage
• 1 scrub under a seawater shower

5 AQUA ACTIVITIES

9 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 2 osteopathy sessions
• 1 deep muscle massage
• 1 cryotherapy session
• 1 appointment with your doctor
• 2 appointments with your dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

REDISCOVER 
ENERGY AND 
FITNESS

 Health hamper

 Arrival Sundays only

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

3 2



MICROBIOTA 
PACKAGE

REQUIRES BOOKING 
AND SUPPLEMENT 

(SEE P.31)
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR BODY AND SHAPE

BODY SHAPE & SLIMMING
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 20 TREATMENTS + 6 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

Supported by our health experts, you will enjoy thalassotherapy treatments targeted 
to help you lose weight and tone your body. Physical exercise and a balanced diet 

work together to help you shape your body without giving up little pleasures. 

FROM €1,549 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines) 
 without accommodation: from €1,049 per person.

REDISCOVER  
FIRM & TONED 
SHAPE

YOUR BENEFITS
You will rediscover a firm, toned body as you improve 
your metabolism without depriving yourself. With your 
personalised guide, you can continue the programme 
every day at home. 

15 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
• 2 massage baths
• 2 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 1 relaxation massage
• 2 Labiomer seaweed wraps
• 1 scrub under a seawater shower
• 1 LPG body sessions
• 2 leg draining sessions (20 min)
• 2 heated slimming wraps

5 AQUA ACTIVITIES 
• 2 aqua-bike sessions
• 3 aqua gym sessions 

6 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 cryotherapy session
• 1 appointment with your doctor
• 2 appointments with your dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

FEEL LIGHTER

DIGESTIVE COMFORT
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 19 TREATMENTS + 7 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

Relieve your stomach pains with our targeted thalassotherapy treatments. Working 
with our health experts, you will strengthen your immune system and rediscover 

digestive comfort thanks to micro-nutrition.

FROM €1,549
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines) 
 without accommodation: from €1,049 per person.

REDISCOVER 
A SENSE OF 
LIGHTNESS

YOUR BENEFITS
You will rediscover abdominal comfort every day by 
improving how your digestive system functions and 
through a general body detox.  
You will enjoy a feeling of lightness that you haven’t 
experienced for a long time.

14 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
• 3 massage baths
• 3 toning jets
• 2 seawater shower massages
• 1 abdominal massage
• 2 Labiomer seaweed wraps
• 1 relaxing foot massage
• 2 body scrubs

5 AQUA ACTIVITIES 
• 3 aqua activities
• 2 aqua-bike sessions

7 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 osteopathy session
• 1 cryotherapy session
• 1 appointment with your doctor
• 2 appointments with your dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

 Health hamper

 Arrival Sundays only

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Health hamper

 Arrival Sundays only

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

  Choose the diet menu 
(no supplement)

3 4 3 5
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3 DAYS | 4 NIGHTS

SHORT  
STAYS

A BURST  
OF ENERGY

YOUR BENEFITS
Expert advice, conferences and physical exercise 
help you recover a feeling of lightness you haven’t 
experienced for a long time.

9 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS
• 1 abdominal massage
• 2 LABIOdetox seaweed wraps
• 2 massage baths
• 2 toning jets
• 1 marine exfoliation
• 1 leg draining session (20 min)

NEW SKIN

DETOX ESCAPE
3 DAYS | 4 NIGHTS | 9 TREATMENTS

Everything has been done to ensure success:  
The surroundings are perfect, the food is healthy, light and delicious.  

Treatments are targeted to encourage blood circulation and improve health.

FROM €781
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)  
without accommodation: from €449 per person.

 Wellness access (p. 16)

 We recommend a Marine Sensation treatment  
(p. 42) to complete your stay.

FEEL LIGHTER 
AND TREAT 
YOURSELF

3 7



SPA ESCAPE
3 DAYS | 4 NIGHTS | 9 TREATMENTS

WELLNESS ESCAPE
3 DAYS | 4 NIGHTS | 12 TREATMENTS

FREEDOM ESCAPE
3 DAYS | 4 NIGHTS | 6 TREATMENTS

MARINE ESCAPE
3 DAYS | 4 NIGHTS | 9 TREATMENTS

FROM € 850
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room 
(comfort rate, overlooking the vines)

without accommodation: from € 549 per person.

 
YOUR BENEFITS
Your tension fades away, your body feels lighter thanks 
to our exclusive massages and treatment techniques 
drawing inspiration from all over the world.

• 1 marine exfoliation
• 1 massage bath 
• 1 seawater shower massage
• 1 relaxing foot massage
• 1 Californian massage (50 min)
• 1 hydromassage bath
• 1 Labiomer facial (50 min)
• 1 toning jet
• 1 Labiomer seaweed wrap

FROM €850
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room 
(comfort rate, overlooking the vines)

without accommodation: from €499 per person.

 
YOUR BENEFITS
Your closeness to the sea in a privileged environment 
combined with our exceptional treatments ensure total 
well-being, with zero stress.

• 1 Toumokalé (20 min)
• 1 appointments with our dietician
• 1 cryotherapy session
• 1 toning jet
• 2 Labiomer seaweed wraps
• 1 relaxing foot massage
• 2 massage baths
• 1 body massage (50 min)
• 2 aqua activities

FROM €746
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room 
(comfort rate, overlooking the vines)

without accommodation: from €429 per person.
 

YOUR BENEFITS
An ideal package for reboosting your energy.  
The perfect combination of health and holiday.

• 1 seawater shower massage
• 1 hydromassage bath
• 1 relaxation massage
• 1 toning jet
• 1 marine exfoliation
• 2 massage baths
• 2 Labiomer seaweed wraps

FROM € 622
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half-board, double room 
(comfort rate, overlooking the vines)

without accommodation: from € 299 per person.

 
YOUR BENEFITS
This programme is tailored to your requirements to 
boost your body, whilst relaxing you and recharging 
your energy and pleasure levels. 

• 1 massage bath
• 1 toning jet
• 1 Labiomer seaweed wrap
• 1 seawater shower massage
• 1 relaxation massage
• 1 hydromassage bath

 Wellness access (p. 16)  Wellness access (p. 16)  Wellness access (p. 16)  Wellness access (p. 16)
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WONDERFUL WEEKENDS
& BUBBLE DAYS

ESCAPE

WONDERFUL  
WEEKENDS

RÉ IN LOVE WEEKEND 
1 DAY | 1 NIGHT
From €289 for 2 people half-board, double room 

overlooking the sea

Low-season rate

• 1 wonderful night in a sea view room 
• 1 romantic dinner (not including drinks) 
• 1 romantic gift in your room 
• 1 romantic buffet breakfast 
• Free access to the marine Spa

From €349 for 2 people with massages

Low-season rate

1 treatment per person from: 1 seawater shower 
massage or 1 relaxing massage or 1 facial massage 
(chose when booking)
 

 Wellness access (p. 16)

WELL-BEING WEEKEND 
2 DAYS | 2 NIGHTS 
From €426 per person half-board, double room 

(comfort rate, overlooking the vines)

Low-season rate

• 1 seawater shower massage 
• 1 relaxation massage 
• 1 massage bath 
• 1 exfoliating body scrub 
• 1 relaxing hydromassage bath 
• 1 LABIOboost seaweed wrap
 

 Wellness access (p. 16)

WELLNESS WEEKEND 
1 DAY | 1 NIGHT
From € 213 per person. Half-board, double room 

(overlooking the vines, comfort room rate)

Low-season rate

A thalassotherapy day, with:
• Marine Bubble (3 treatments including 1 massage)
• Spa Bubble (3 treatments including 2 massages)
• Beauty Bubble (3 treatments including 2 massages)

 Wellness access (p. 16)

TREAT YOURSELF

BUBBLE  
DAYS

1 DAY
From €139 per pers.

MARINE BUBBLE*
• 1 seawater shower massage with toning  

essential oils
• 1 LABIOboost seaweed wrap
• 1 energising massage bath

SPA BUBBLE*
• 1 seawater shower massage 
• 1 relaxation massage 
• 1 soothing massage bath 

BEAUTY BUBBLE*
• 1 seawater shower massage 
• 1 smoothing facial massage 
• 1 remineralising massage bath 

*Available with lunch option at €159. Requires booking 
and subject to availability.

Discover gifts  
to treat yourself or others here  
www.relaisthalasso-iledere.com
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SPA | THALASSOTHERAPY | EXPERTS

OUR MOST WONDERFUL TREATMENTS 

LABIOMER facials

MARINE LIFT
50 min l €95 

Marine Lift restructures and redefines shape. This face 
massage combined with the technical aspect of our 
tightening caviar mask brings a youthfulness to the skin.

YOUTH REVELATION
75 min l €129

Smooth, plump, relax. This anti-ageing global 
LABIOMER treatment meets the requirements of 
the most demanding skin. This treatment combines 
a massage of the back, face and eyes inspired by 
Japanese anti-ageing techniques with innovative active 
ingredients.

“MARINE OSMOSIS”
80 min | €139

1 face treatment from LABIOMER Essentials  
+ 1 body massage

FILORGA FACIALS

PREMIUM GLOBAL REJUVENATION
75 min | €169

A global anti-ageing treatment which combines the best 
of each technique. Intense rejuvenating effects.

TIME ERASER – ANTI-WRINKLES
50 min | €135

Anti-wrinkle treatment for smooth and radiant skin and 
filled wrinkles. Intense regenerating effect.

EYE 360° – EYE AREA
25 min | €79

Eye area treatment to relieve the eyes. Revitalising and 
rejuvenating effect.

Other facials

LPG FACIAL
30 min | €89

Stimulates the tissue and firms the skin.

TOUMOKALE
50 min | €109

Relaxing scalp and facial massage for radiant skin tone.

Body treatments

MARINE EXFOLIATION
20 min | €59 | by Labiomer

A bespoke body scrub adapted to your requirements. 
This treatment softens the skin, magnifies its radiance, 
making it soft and supple.

MARINE SENSATION
50 min | €115 | by Labiomer

Relaxing massage built around the ocean, drawing 
inspiration from its movements... From head to toe, 
alternating gentle and deep massage to liberate the 
body’s tensions and deeply relax.

SHIATSU
50 min | €109 – 75 min | €149

Stimulating energy centres through hand pressure, 
balancing the energy flow throughout the body and 
releasing physical tension.

AYURVEDA MASSAGE
75 min | €145

This body massage has its origins in the purest of 
Indian traditions and uses sesame oil. It lastingly 
strengthens energy levels through balance.

DUO MASSAGE PASS
4 x 50 min massages | €399 | For two

Other treatments

MAQAM EXCLUSIVE (aquatic manual therapy)
20 min | €75

A personal treatment aiming to deeply relax and 
release muscular tension generated by chronic stress. 
Performed by an osteopath in the heated seawater pool 
(32°C) with stretching and through awareness of one’s 
body when weightless. Release and relax completely.

AQUAOSTEO (aquatic manual therapy)
20 min | €75

Diagnosis of dysfunctions in joint and tissue mobility. 
Therapy performed in the heated seawater pool (32°C).

OSTEOPATHY
30 min | €75

Diagnosis of dysfunctions in joint and tissue mobility. 
Rehabilitation of functional disorders

CHROMATHERAPY
30 min | €50

In a private room with an osteopath, chromatherapy 
is colour therapy treatment. This energy therapy 
applies a specific colour to part of the body in pain, the 
colour depending on the issue to be treated. Efficient 
treatment for sciatica. 

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE
20 min | €69 

Absolute relaxation that focuses on the tissue, releases 
and nourishes the muscles 
and facilitates blood circulation.

Thalassotherapy treatments

MASSAGE BATH
15 min | €45

Hydro-massage jets targeting areas of the body that 
need invigorating for total relaxation.

SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE
15 min | €59

Lying under a shower of hot seawater combined with 
beeswax balm, body massage with sliding and circular 
pressure.

SEAWEED APPLICATIONS
20 min | €55 | by Labiomer

LABIOrelax: anti-stress

CHRONDUS CRISPUS red seaweed has powerful 
hydrating and soothing properties. The anti-
inflammatory and nourishing properties of ALOE VERA 
are combined with the relaxing and moisturising effect 
of COTTON extract. The body and mind are deeply 
relaxed.

LABIOboost: revitalising

LAMINARIA SEAWEED, the most concentrated 
in minerals and trace elements, is a powerful 
remineralising agent. A complex of ORANGE, CARROT 
and LEMON extracts concentrated in vitamin A, C 
and E protects and regenerates the cells. The body 
rediscovers all its vitality.

LABIOdetox: purifying

FICUS and SPIRULINA seaweeds are combined with 
natural GUARANA and GINGER extracts known for 
their stimulating and detoxifying properties. The body 
eliminates its toxins and the metabolism is reactivated.

Discover gifts  
to treat yourself or others here  
www.relaisthalasso-iledere.com
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OUR COSMETIC

BRANDS

MARINE COSMETIC  
EXPERTISE
The result of 30 years of thalassotherapy treatments 
in RELAIS THALASSO hotels, the LABIOMER range 
has its own unique vision of beauty. This complete 
range of products uses the properties of the SEA  
and NATURE to create marine cosmetics for the  
face & body with EXCLUSIVE FORMULAS.

COSMETIC  
ANTI-AGE EXPERTISE
The leading French laboratory in cosmetic medicine, 
FILORGA has dedicated over 30 years to skin ageing 
products, offering complete anti-age solutions to the 
greatest specialists all over the world. We have chosen 
the professional SKIN PERFUSION range for our 
anti-age programme, to provide you  the very best and 
guarantee visible results.

PREPARE

YOUR STAY

YOU ARE COMING SOON...
15 days before your stay, we recommend: walking 
regularly to prepare your body for treatments, 
reducing sweet and fatty foods at evening meals to 
cleanse your liver, taking vitamin C, starting a digital 
detox programme... And informing us of any medical 
constraints or treatments you should avoid so we can 
adapt your programme.

YOU HAVE ARRIVED... 
Ignore your phone and tablet as much as possible. 
It is important for you to disconnect. Come to the 
thalassotherapy reception 15 minutes ahead of your 
treatment appointment time. On your first evening, 
inform the restaurant team if you have any allergies or 
specific dietary requirements. Check your treatment 
schedule and if necessary, contact the thalassotherapy 
reception team. 

PACKING YOUR SUITCASE...
To make your stay as pleasant as possible, we 
recommend: packing sportswear for the activities 
recommended by our coach or for exercise in the 
gym. You will find flip-flops in the rooms but you can of 
course bring your own if you would prefer. You do not 
need a swimming hat to access our pools. Remember 
to bring your own if you would like to wear it. Ladies, 
your hair may get wet during your treatments. Feel free 
to wear a shower cap. Bring something to read or do to 
relax between treatments.

REMEMBER TO REGISTER 
for aqua-activities or other activities recommended by your 
coach. Feel free to ask the concierge team about things to 
do in the area. Our teams are there to help. And the most 

important thing: enjoy your stay on Île de Ré. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

JAN Music
Pop, Rock and Blues

FEB SLEEPING 
Sleep better

MAR DETOX 
Be better

HIKING 
on Île de Ré

APR DANCING
Social dancing

BIKE TRAILS
on Île de Ré

MAY RUNNING
Special running coaching

HIKING 
on Île de Ré

JUNE
WINE TASTING
An introductory  
journey to wine

BIKE TRAILS
on Île de Ré

JULY

AUG

SEPT
MUSIC

French and 
international hits

HERITAGE
The riches of Ré

OCT HIKING 
on Île de Ré

BIKE TRAILS
on Île de Ré

NOV

DEC

THEMED WEEKS 

EARLY BOOKING 
OFFERS

for your THALASSOTHERAPY PACKAGE 
when you book a package for at least 
5 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS

20 %  off + VIP welcome
If booked 3 months in advance

EXCEPTIONAL
WEEKS

30% OFF
your thalassotherapy treatments and 
accommodation for any booking of at least  
a 6 day | 6 night package

5th to 10th January 2020
26th to 31st January 2020
2nd to 7th February 2020
9th to 14th January 2020
8th to 13th March 2020
29th March to 3rd April 2020
19th to 24th April 2020
10th to 15th May 2020

EXCEPTIONAL
WEEKS

25% OFF
for your thalassotherapy treatments and 
accommodation for any booking of at least  
a 6 day | 6 night package

12th to 17th January 2020
19th to 24th January 2020
23rd to 28th February 2020
22nd to 27th March 2020
5th to 10th April 2020
24th to 29th May 2020
7th to 12th June 2020
21st to 26th June 2020

SOLO OFFERS when you book a package for at least  
5 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS

Free single occupancy (all year round except 
from 14/07 to 25/08)

KIDS OFFERS for any booking of a minimum of 6 nights  
with or without thalassotherapy

Free accommodation in the room with 
breakfast + kids club** (meals not included) 
Valid all year round except during the summer 
school holidays. Valid for children under 12. 
**only open during school holidays.

YOUNG MOTHER PACKAGE for any booking of a minimum of 6 nights  
with or without thalassotherapy

Free accommodation and breakfast for the 
other person (meals not included)
Valid all year round

With no supplement, themed weeks are 
an opportunity to add colour to your 
thalassotherapy package. Managed by 
our health coach Julie, our themed weeks 
are focused around 3 themes: move better, 
eat better and sleep better with the ultimate 
ambition of lasting well-being. Assisted by 
other experts, Julie has chosen subjects that 
are as varied as they are interesting: discover 
Île de Ré on foot or by bike, escape for a week 
of music, an introduction to our local wines... 

SHARE  
EXTRAORDINARY 
MOMENTS JULIE CHATTÉ 

Wellness Coach 
and Dietician-Nutritionist

2020

OUR THEMED WEEKS

Find all the descriptions of our 2020 themed weeks on www.relaisthalasso-iledere.com in the “special offers” section or contact 

Julie by email dietetique-iledere@relaisthalasso.com for more information. 

2020

OUR SPECIAL OFFERS*

Our calendar for 2020 is available on relaisthalasso-iledere.com or call +33 (0)5 46 30 50 80

 * Offers are not retroactive, cannot be combined with other offers, subject to availability and within a limit of 25 treatments per week.



THALASSOTHERAPY

THE 7 BENEFITS 

1. The best fitness training. 
2. Improves blood flow. 

3. Encourages toxin elimination.  
4. Optimises your breathing.  

5. Positive effect on muscles and joints.  
6. Radiant skin and slimmer shape.  

7. Regulates your sleep.

BODY SCRUB
Vital for removing dead cells from the skin. It 
facilitates cellular regeneration and prepares the 
skin for all the benefits of the thalassotherapy 
treatment.

MASSAGE BATH
250 illuminated massage nozzles disseminate 
thousands of air bubbles which massage your 
body. 15 minutes in the polysensory bath with 
hot seawater provides the equivalent in trace 
elements to 8 hours in the ocean.

SEAWEED WRAP
Laminaria, fucus, spirulina... Seaweeds are rich 
in minerals and trace elements naturally present 
in the human body. Hot seaweed cream is 
applied to deeply regenerate the entire body.

SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE
Body massage under a gentle, hot seawater 
shower all over the body, sprayed by many 
fine jets. This treatment recharges the body in 
minerals and trace elements, for a feeling of 
deep relaxation.

TONING JET
A precise and targeted treatment. It stimulates 
circulation, relieves muscular tension and shapes 
the body. It can be shaping, toning, draining or 
relaxing.

MARINE MUD APPLICATION
Marine mud is a mixture of natural marine 
sediment enriched with brown seaweed. These 
marine sediments have high calcium, magnesium 
and iron content which are the fundamental 
elements in the skeletal and muscular system.

HYDROMASSAGE BED
A moment of relaxation. Lying on a hot and 
flexible water mattress, variable pressure jets 
massage your back. This ensures deep muscular 
relaxation. 

RELAXING MASSAGE
A dry massage which releases muscular tension 
and procures relaxation and calmness. 

THE LITTLE THALASSOTHERAPY 

DICTIONARY

THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

AN EXPERT COMMITTEE

JEAN-PASCAL PHÉLIPPEAU
Chief Executive Officer of  
RELAIS THALASSO

DR GILLES KORB
Doctor and specialist in  
aesthetic and anti-age medicine

DR MAUD GERBAUD
Doctor, RELAIS THALASSO, 
Pornichet in La Baule Bay

DR FRANÇOIS DUFOREZ
AEACHE APHP General Practitioner.  
Doctor and specialist in sport and sleep at the  
Hôtel-Dieu Sleep Centre (Paris)

 
KAMEL TOUADI
Osteopath Head of the treatment centre at the 
RELAIS THALASSO Île de Ré

DR DIDIER CHOS
Scientific Council Coordinator:  
President of the European Institute  
of Dietetics and Micro-nutrition  
Medical consultant for RELAIS THALASSO

DR ALINE CORCELLE REQUIN
Doctor and specialist in nutrition / micro-nutrition. 
Thalavie Medical Manager

DR ANGÈLE GUILBOT
Doctor in human genetics

DR PATRICK NEGARET
General Director of CPAM Les Yvelines  
Director of the National Active Health Project

The RELAIS THALASSO has a team of 
scientific experts to provide effective and 
high-performing thalassotherapy packages 
for you, for preventive health or treatment 
programmes.

RELAIS THALASSO Île de Ré - Compliant with the AFNOR EXPERIMENTAL STANDARD XP 50-844 “Thalassotherapy - Standards concerning services”
Non-contractual document and photos - Prices valid until 31.12.2020






